
Lesson 6
Write your own library and I/O files



Functions:      Block of organized, reusable code

Sum of images

Salt & Pepper mask  (random number generator)

Previously in Python Base...



Histograms

Dictionary

Lists



Histograms - sort your vectors

N.B. The first list is the one on which python sort



Grayscale Histogram



Write your own library



I/O files

Safer



I/O files



Image output



1. Create your own library with the filters developed until now;
2. Open the two images “lion.png” and “dog.png”, loading them into a dictionary 

in which the keys are the names of the files and the values are the associated 
matrices;

3. Perform the following steps for both images (separately):
a. Perform a negative mask
b. Perform and apply a threshold mask on the negative (without overwrite the negative - make a 

copy)
c. Perform and apply a salt & pepper mask on the starting image (range of your choice)
d. Save the images
e. Calculate the histograms of  1) the starting image  2) the negative one  3) the negative with the 

threshold mask  4) the starting with the salt & pepper
f. Write the values of all the histograms on a file

g. Crate and save the plot of all the histograms together

Exercise 1



1. Open the two images “lion.png” and “dog.png”, loading them into a dictionary 
in which the keys are the names of the files and the values are the associated 
matrices;

2. Perform the following steps for both images (separately):
a. Perform a negative mask
b. Perform and apply a salt & pepper mask on the starting image with 4 different range
c. Save the images
d. Calculate the histograms of  all the 4 images with the salt & pepper and the starting one
e. Write the values of all the histograms on a file
f. Crate and save the plot of all the histograms together

g. Calculate the difference between each salt & pepper histogram and the original (keep 
attention: can happen that a masked image has a pixel value that the original hasn’t, think on 
how to resolve this problem)

h. Crate and save the plot of all the differences between the histograms

Exercise 2


